
Showtime at the Nichols Library 

Two literary adaptions head up the selection of new DVDs at the Nichols Library in Center 

Harbor. Scott Fitzgerald’s durable classic The Great Gatsby and Max Brook’s zombie epic World War Z   

are now on disc and ready for home viewing, along with some gems from HBO and BBC, an international 

award winner film, and something for teens and kids.  

Gatsby, of course, is about the mysterious millionaire, whose rise and fall during the roaring 

twenties is witnessed by aspiring writer Nick Carraway. If the American dream proved elusive to Jay 

Gatsby, its been fodder for several screen adaptations. Critics are divided on Baz Lhurmann’s lavish 

adaptation strong on spectacle.  Viewers can compare it to the 70s vehicle featuring Robert Redford.    

    In World War Z , a former United Nations employee (Brad Pitt) is called in to help stop a  

pandemic from spreading around the world.  Are the last days of the human race at hand?  Author 

Brook’s material has been streamlined for the screen. It’s a fast-paced, slam-bang approach as only a 

contemporary thriller can be.   

Behind the Candelabra enters private world of Liberace (Michael Douglas).  Onstage, he created 

a niche for himself by mixing classics and pop with a flamboyant stage persona.  Backstage, he was a 

closeted gay, who carried on a tempestuous relationship with Scott Thorson (Matt Damon), upon whose 

memoir that this story is based.   Despite the warts and all detail, Director Soderbergh  views Liberace 

with affection and tells his story in a way that is touching rather than lurid.   

Now You See Me offers an interesting twist on the venerable coaper gambit. Four talented 

magicians mesmerize an international audience with a series of bold and original heists, all the while 

pursuing a hidden agenda that has the FBI and Interpol scrambling to anticipate their next move. 

BBC mystery fans will want to see The Bletchley Circle. In postwar Britain, four women who 

worked as codebreakers at Bletchley Park have returned to civilian life.   When one of the women 

detects a code-like pattern in a series of murders, she gathers her old team in an attempt to crack the 

code.    

For international film fans, we have Amour, an “exquisite” treatment of the subjects of aging 

and death.   In the story, Georges and Ann’s  bond has survived over time, but now his tested when 

Ann’s health fails.    

Family viewers can enjoy the latest Star Trek feature, Straight in Darkness, in which a   ruthless 

mastermind  (Benedict Cumberbatch), declares a one-man war on the Federation.  Slackers of all ages 

will want to check out    Safety not Guarneteed, in which three cynical Seattle magazine employees  

discover a mysterious eccentric named Kenneth, a likable but paranoid supermarket clerk, who believes 

he's solved the riddle of time travel and intends to depart again soon. Finally, in   Way Way Back,    14-

year-old Duncan   is being dragged on a family trip with his mom   and her overbearing boyfriend. He 

doesn’t realize that he is about to have the ride of his life.    
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